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THE FLIGHT OF ELDRIN REFLECTS THE USHERING OF ELDRIN RINGS THAT WILL GUIDE YOU OVER THE LAND AND AIR BETWEEN. Create a New World, and a Hero! Enter the world of Elden Ring, a world where
magic is a reality. Explore a vast world, via a journey that unfolds upon the lands between the land and the air. Earn the power to wield the Elden Rings and rise as a Hero. Earn the title of Elden Lord by

strengthening the bond between you and your minions. Fight monsters, explore towns, and complete quests. REINCARNATE YOUR CHARACTER: You can develop your character according to your play style, such
as increasing your muscle strength to become a strong warrior, or mastering magic. + Ability to combine weapons and armor. + Combines the characteristics of melee and ranged attacks. + Use magic with

weapon equipped. + Improve skills and your character's attributes. + World is full of events, friendly NPCs, and secrets. + Rank up and earn rewards. A fusion of RPG and action game: A card-based system for
gauging the strength of your attacks. The cards can be combined to improve your attack damage. Utilizing a RPG-like experience, you can level-up your card and combine them in various manners to improve

your attack efficiency and unleash all-out powerful attacks. You can also use magic weapons to execute powerful combos and attacks. Magic can be used with weapons equipped, allowing you to perform powerful
attacks. Highlighted Features: • An Action RPG driven by your choices • Simultaneous multiplayer, with loose connections to players from around the world • 3D graphics that place a major emphasis on the
visuals of the Lands Between • Featuring voice actors from various Japanese entertainment programs • Action combat features, from sword-wielding battles to card-based card attacks. • Highlighted battle

sequences and newly incorporated RPG elements • Tens of hours of gameplay with numerous quests and events. • Deep and interconnected story featuring the Elden Ring • A high-end hand-drawn visual style
that highlights the world of the Lands Between. • Protect the afflicted Lands Between from the Oni and their minions • Imbue

Elden Ring Features Key:
Adventure and a Sense of Belonging Incredible regions can only be reached after traversing a variety of harsh environments. Dungeons and beasts brimming with monsters are found not just in the world, but also hidden in the darkness that surrounds that world. Wield

the brand-new Battle System that lets you decide the fate of the game by yourself.
A new type of RPG system that empowers you to grow. Update with experience points that increase your strength and skills up to Level 50, along with a variety of much-requested enhancements.

A Battle System that features brand-new mechanics with which you can set traps and traps, utilize your character's strengths and raise the toughness of enemy attacks. Battle is all about putting your ideas and tactics to the test.
24 types of Magic attack Use different attacks in the same series to gain a high level of versatility.

A large collection of great outfits There are many master costumes, such as ancient Japanese garb, a knight's doublet, and so on, and you can equip up to six of these at a time. Master the custom look of your heart's desire by mixing and matching hair, sword, shield, and
the rest.

RPGs are about growing, not becoming stronger. What awaits you in Elden Ring is an endless world where you can grow into a stronger warrior, something you could never have achieved in previous games in which you'd be fixed in a single body.
Ready to stab forward Intricate tunnelling allows you to expand your dungeons quickly and naturally. You can also go as deep as you wish and equip weapons with high attack and close-range functions in order to challenge the greatest foes.
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